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Abstract 

Eight years after Typhoon Yolanda (also known as Typhoon Haiyan) devastated the southern region of the 

country, the lingering quest for consensus on the local translation of storm surge has been a subject of debate 

even today. Scholars of disasters argue that there is a need to trouble the assumed uniformity of disaster 

meanings in the same manner that scholars argue for an intersectional analysis of vulnerabilities as shaped by 

the lack of disaster planning, disaster response and disaster recovery. This research inquires: How can the 

consensus of storm surge in local language can create shared meaning in the Philippines? How can the collection 

of cultural contexts can help improve its shared meanings in the local translation? How does the understanding 

of the local meaning of what the storm surge evokes can affect the public's risk perception? Conducted via online 

interviews and analyzed through thematic analysis, this research analyzed the CLSU-CASS students storm surge 

perception and inquired about their existing knowledge on the local translation and risk perception on the said 

phenomena. The research result show that respondents locally understood storm surge as 'awiwit' 

(converging/diverging waves) and 'daluyong' (long amplitudes of waves driven by wind) with a heavy reference 

to 'Tromba Marina'. Further, most of the themes emerged from understanding the risk of storm surge lacks 

shared meaning, is generalized and vague. Most of the description of the risk of storm surge provided leans more 

toward storm's wind velocity and rainfall rather than the storm surges capacity to drown and obliterate. This 

said, most of the action made by the respondents and their observation in their communities do not match the 

disaster response on how to avoid the risk of storm surge. The key insight from the study is that alignment, 

consistency, and uniform local definition of storm surge is needed. Further, veering away from the outdated 

paradigm of a top-down kind of information dissemination from weather agencies to the public is also equally 

important. Serious consideration on differences and gaps in language, literacy, and access on information of the 

population must also be addressed.  
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Introduction  

On the eight day of November 2013, the Philippines is lashed by the strongest tropical cyclone to make 

landfall on recorded history – Super Typhoon Yolanda. Internationally named Typhoon Haiyan, it spawned 

storm surges that left a trail of death and destruction leaving thousands dead.  

One of the heavily devastated districts during its landfall is Tacloban City, Leyte. Laying right on typhoons 

path, Tacloban City exhibits a confluence of social and physical vulnerability. Apart from its shallow coastal 

bathymetry, poverty and makeshift substandard housing, the area of Tacloban became conducive to storm 

surge. (Lejano et al 2016) 

On the relayed forecasts and warning from the satellite data, Typhoon Yolanda maintains a maximum 1-min 

sustained wind speed of 315 kph and generates a height of 7-m storm surge. Comparing the said forecasts in 

post-event field measurements in Leyte, the same inundation height of storm surge is approximately 6 m, 

proving the surge model prediction to be reasonably accurate.  

According to Salaverria (2013), the people and officials of Tacloban should have been ready, yet even the 

mayor of Tacloban and his family nearly perished in their beachfront homes caused by storm surge. 

Misinterpretation regarding the storm surge warning also caused the national agency’s weather monitoring 

team to lose a team member after being caught by the storm surge in their seaside office. If one wonders then, 

why the reasonably accurate forecasting would not lead to effective prevention on the ground. Post 

evaluations suggested that several factors contributed to the devastating impact of Typhoon Haiyan, but one 

theme stood out in particular: the way risks of storm surge were communicated. 

Storm surge, defined by National Ocean Service (2021), is the abnormal rise in seawater level during a storm. 

It is primarily caused by a storm’s winds pushing water onshore. Its amplitude depends on the orientation of 

the coastline with the storm track, intensity, size and speed of the storm and local bathymetry. 

Storm surge in the Philippine local languages have no definite equivalent words for these types of hazards, 

however, the following proposed local translations from different region in the country exists, such as: 

Daluyong(long amplitude of waves) that is said to come from the word ‘Mandaluyong’ when waves from 

ancient Pasig River was swept into Mandaluyong. Humbak(cavity between waves) from Mindoro. Karak-an 

(seawater surge) from Leyte and Samar. Silakbô (surge) refers to emotions; something like a wave. Tacloban 

(Taclob - “to cover”) from Leyte. Sapao(inundation due to seismic events) from Old Batangas Tagalog. 

Alum/Basaw (disruptive flooding) from Cagayan, Valley. Nortada (surge of amihan) from Aparri, Cagayan 

and lastly Tsu-alon/ Tsu-Balod (Tsu-harbor, alon/balod - wave) as a portmanteau developed by academic 

scholars.  

The numbers of proposed local translations mirror the reality of many languages present in the Philippines 

and their implications in risk communication. Scholars debate the suggestion whether the ‘storm surge’ in the 

English terms to be retained or to be given vernacular meanings instead, however, posed situations where, 

communities with low or even non-existent English facility exist. Since decisions regarding consensus of what 

terms to be used cannot be imposed by experts in Manila, participation and collective knowledge by people is 

required to come up with thought collectivity with similar standards of understanding.(Vallejo, 2013)
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According to Lejano et al. (2016), Philippines second to China receives more tropical storms than any other 

country, implying that there is a great awareness regarding to typhoons among Filipinos. But with the failure 

of the way how the risk of storm surge was communicated during Typhoon Yolanda, anecdotal reports of risk 

communication surrounding the event is worthy of inquiry.  

Consistent with the study of Lejano et al. (2016), one of the managers in the national weather service reports 

that “It’s more on the signals and in delivering forecasts and warning distributed to the public. But the storm 

surge wasn’t explained there.” Supported by the findings of Mori et al. (2014)The failure to communicate the 

meaning of the warnings, particularly storm surges, caused 94% of the deaths in Tacloban, Palo and Tanauen, 

totaling over 4,500 lives that could have been saved had they been provided and convinced to evacuate.  

According to Button (2010), ineffective risk communication produces uncertainty. And the failure of the risk 

communication to compel the public to take the actions intended by the source of the message is a 

communication problem. Since factors such as the uncertainty over the meaning of the term ‘storm surge’ 

was an issue in Typhoon Yolanda, this research will highlight the need to critically reflect the role of having a 

consensus understanding and local language translation of ‘storm surge’ in communicating its risk to 

different regions in the country. In this paper, online interviews, and thematic analysis of the storm surge 

perception of the College of Arts and Social Sciences students in CLSU will be determined. By understanding 

their perception, the researcher will also investigate the local meaningsand context of storm surge in their 

communities and how it affects their disaster response.  

 

Objective of the Study 

1. Determine if CLSU-CASS students can recall any perceived local meanings of storm surge from their 

communities; 

2. Determine the contexts and varying sensibilities in which the perceived local meanings of storm 

surge came about; 

3. Determine if the perceived local meanings of storm surge can affect the disaster response of CLSU-

CASS students.  

 

Review of Related Literature  

Risk Communication for Storm Surge  

On the study of Lejano et al. (2016), it critically re-examined the overly simplistic model – the ‘source-

receiver’ model’ - that weather agencies used during Typhoon Haiyan to avoid unnecessary losses 

experienced. Highlighted by the study, part of the problem in risk communication during the said storm stems 

from the discrepancies on how various stakeholders understand technical terms and concepts such as “storm 

surge”. In his study, Lejano et al. (2016)notes the absence or nonactivation of feedback loop on the “source-

receiver model” which is the communication model used by the weather agencies in the country. The problem 

with the said model is that it does not allow informal communication from lower to higher level agencies and 

between citizens and local agencies.  

According to the said analysis, hierarchical, formal, and unidirectional transmission of information from 

weather agencies to the public fails to translate risk signals into meaningful and actionable knowledge – 

which feedback loops which might have been used to query message senders about meaningful and 
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actionable knowledge. Apart from this, official and residents resorted to “common sense” (drawing from 

personal experience) in understanding the storm surge hazard during andafter the weather bulletin was 

relayed. Most of the local agency stated that ‘nothing prepared them for what will hit, they cannot visualize 

nor predict what the storm surge means, so they resorted to common sense’. In short, there was no 

communication about the inadequacy of conventional procedures, and, for all those involved, this was a 

singular event for which there was no personal or institutional memory to draw from. (Lejano et al. 2016) 

Other investigators implicated the lack of familiarity with the term ‘storm surge’ (Chen et al. 2013).  

On the notion of collective “common sense,” a few of the interviewees talked about possibly improved 

communication if PAGASA had used the term “tsunami” instead of “storm surge” but then quickly added that 

to modify language in this way would be out of bounds for them professionally. According to Bostrom (2013), 

it is evident that the problem lies not just in the terminologies used, but in the organizational cultures that 

could not function outside routinized pro forma communications. Tracing the communication pathway, from 

PAGASA, the national weather bureau, down to National Disaster Risk Reduction and Management Council 

(NDRRMC) the second level, and onward on regional, provincial, city/municipal, and local district (barangay) 

in sequential order–analysis showed that “copy paste” weather forecast message was passed along or 

retransmitted on the said organizational structure and there was little to no interpretation of the weather 

warnings into descriptive, contextual, or explanatory text.  

The absence of interpretation as to what the forecasts meant in real, concrete terms became an evident 

critical gap in communication during Typhoon Haiyan arousing inadequate concern and insufficient action on 

the threat of storm surge – a fragment of text that was located at the bottom of the bulletin but was never 

understood. According to Lyotard (1984), risk communication should involve multiple policy actors, each 

telling the story in their own ways. Effective process of the said communication should be contextualized, 

personalized, and more vividly should describe the message coursed to local recipients. According to Lejanoet 

al. (2016), unidirectional lines of communication and organizational rigidities need to change, allowing 

flexible, contingent responses when circumstance are beyond the norm.  

 

Challenges in communicating scientific information in the Philippines  

During Typhoon Haiyan in 2013, two communities from Palo, Leyte responded differently when issued 

warnings from the local government. Residents along the coast responded to orders from the local 

government, leading to generally successful evacuations. On the other hand, those in the población closer to 

the town center was largely unresponsive due to tension between the community and local authorities. 

(Liwag, 2020)  

The difference in responses is attributed in what is called ‘disaster (sub)cultures’, ways in which communities 

and societies adapt to accommodate hazards through risk mitigating strategies. It implies differences in 

community response and reaction even if they’re given the same information. Understanding the process of 

these social dimensions is but a small portion of understanding science communication which is loosely 

defined as a scientific dialogue between science practitioners, mediators, and the general public. According to 

Liwag(2020), slow progress in science communication is a product of cultural and structural barriers rooted 

in the country’s science and journalism training.  

In the broader context of considering how risk communication may somewhat was affected by the current 

situation of science communication in the country, Navarro and McKinnon (2020), raised the following 
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challenges that Filipino scientists and science communicators encounter when communicating science in the 

Philippines.  

First are the language considerations. A government science officer explained, “The Philippines is an 

archipelago, so the medium of teaching would vary from one island to another. There are places that we 

would have to communicate in the mother tongue, meaning that could be in Bisaya or Bicolano. There are 

areas where we need to speak in English, or in Filipino.” One science advocate stated, “We have to live with 

the fact that this is our history and culture and it’s been affected a lot by the States. It’s not really purely 

Tagalog. It’s a mixture of all these different languages.” According to Navarro and McKinnon (2020), it is 

important to be able to communicate science in the language Filipinos speak every day. They added that it is a 

problem since we are educated in English,but we also have our own language we speak of at home. According 

to them, it poses a problem in the country compared to those who don’t.  

Second is the local science culture. According to Navarro and McKinnon (2020) scientists and science 

communicators believe that Philippine society generally perceived science as boring and unimportant, 

resulting in disinterested audiences. One of the industry scientists remarked, “the difference is that abroad, 

they’ve been exposed to stronger science, and they don’t have to think about their daily survival. You have to 

think of other pursuits.” Another science museum explainer attributed it to the state of science education, 

saying, “I could say the way science has been taught in the classroom and the way science is communicated 

outside the classroom, it’s really communicated in a way that science holds absolute truths, which is wrong.” 

Other interviewees also blamed the discouraging attitudes of Filipino parents towards science. A 

mathematics professor said, “Parents should not talk about how difficult math is. A lot of the fear of 

mathematics is really reproduced in homes, in media, in school sometimes.” (Navarro and McKinnon, 2020) 

Third is the scarcity of science communicators. Most of the science communicators reiterate that financial 

constraints are another major barrier to their public science communication activities. The said constraints 

were in the form of either limited budgets or low salaries. Science communicators mentioned that their 

budgets were rarely enough, limiting the extent of their activities and sometimes causing them to release 

mediocre output.One science museum explainer said, “It constrains us. We can’t do many things that we’d like 

to do but it also forces us to be creative, to find ways to make do with what we have, which is also great. That 

sometimes makes us end up achieving mediocre things, but it also makes us achieve amazing things with very 

little.” Two science communicators simply attributed their meager salaries to the economic situation of the 

Philippines, with one saying, “It’s just how people are paid in the Philippines and it’s not great. I don’t blame 

the company, it’s just how the developing world kind of functions.” (Navarro and McKinnon, 2020) 

Methodology  

In obtaining answers for research question, the researcher made use of the qualitative research design 

through convenience sampling, a non-probability sampling wherein members of the target population that 

meet certain practical criteria such as: having access to certain platforms as well as having the time and 

willingness to participate, can participate in the study. (Etikan et al. 2016) 

The researcher conducted its units of analysis within Central Luzon State University, specifically from College 

of Arts and Social Sciences. The said college is composed of five departments such as: Department of 

Communication and Development Studies, Department of English, and Humanities, Department of Filipino, 

Department of Psychology, and Department of Social Sciences. 

Conducting the saidconvenience sampling, the researcher administered a survey questionnaire that requires 

a criterion for the participants to qualify. Participants must be with 3-5 years’ experience living near coastal 
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area; CLSU-CASS student enrolled in the current semester; Any year level and willing to be a respondent. 

After satisfying the said criteria, the participants then are allowed to answer the survey questionnaire that 

examines and inquires their initial perception of ‘storm surge’ and its surrounding context. 30 CLSU-CASS 

students qualified to answer the initial survey questionnaire administered but only 10 from the said number 

agreed to be interviewed.  

In the procedure of thematic analysis, the researcher made use of Interpretivism paradigm which addresses 

the understanding of the worlds as others experience it. (Cresswell et al. 2009) The data gathered from the 

participants has been thematically analyzed wherein codes were assigned to them. The codes were then 

categorized using tables and presented per themes. The researcher further categorized the said meta-themes 

in order to develop researcher-generated theoretical constructs and to gain understanding from the 

participants perception. Served as a guide for the discussion of results and findings, the researcher also 

gathered related studies to support the analysis of the results of the study.  

 

To achieve the objectives of the study, the researcher crafted the interview questions into following sub-

points such as:  

1. Perceived local meaning for storm surge  

 2. Context of where the local meaning came from  

 3. Adopted response on the local meaning  

 

Results  

1. Perceived local meaning for storm surge  

Most of the participants sees the storm surge as big, rapid waves that causes flood.Although the said details 

illustrate the idea of storm surge meaning and movement, the researcher notices the lack of inclination 

whether the storm surge poses a threat on life. During the duration of its mention, the researcher recounts 

three descriptions where storm surge is known to: ‘poses a risk’, gives fear , and ‘devastates’ . The said three 

descriptions, although acknowledges that storm surge can cause damage, the researcher finds the description 

as lacking in clarity, generalized and vague. No mention of specific damage it can inflict, its capacity to 

obliterate, and deadly impact on life are mentioned. Apart from its descriptions, the researcher also noticed 

the participants heavy emphasis of its similarity on Tsunami, which according to Brittanica.com (2022) is a 

catastrophic ocean wave caused by submarine earthquake.  

Interpreting this result, the researcher finds the description from the participants as the same with how 

storm surge means. However, the participants inability to specifically pinpoint its risk and whatcauses it- 

mayresult to inappropriate decision in terms of preparedness. According to Ponce De Leon, a science 

communicator and assistant professor in Ateneo de Manila says that the “outdated paradigm, of a top-down 

kind of information dissemination excludes the public from participating in scientific matters, especially 

those that affect daily life. On the other hand, BA Racoma, a PhD student at UP Diliman – state that media 

coverage and how trusted government officials are changed routinely contributes to the different risk 

perceptions in regard to storm surge. (Liwag, 2020) According to Leung Ng (2016), identifying and 

understanding the factors that distort risk perception and lead to inappropriate decisions for disaster 
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preparedness behavior needs to be done. Supported by Lazo et al. (2015), only when people realize the risks 

associated with typhoons, they become motivated to prepare accordingly. 

 

2. Context of where the local meaning came from  

In connection to threading the understanding of how participants perceive the storm surge, the researcher 

investigates how the participants understand and coin the said risk in local language. One participant from 

the study, for example, recounts their perspective where storm surge means the ‘pullback of the sea’ – in their 

own words:“For me, it’s like a pullback of the sea where it bides it’s time to come up and awash itself in the 

shore”The said observation both reflects to the behavior of low tides and tsunami - which is earlier discussed 

to be of different cause and phenomena. Another is ‘daluyong’ which is assumed to be of local equivalent to 

storm surge by majority, was detailed by another participant as “big waves ”. And lastly as “abnormal wave” 

which gives a rhetorical narrative that mysterious phenomena happen about the waves during typhoons. 

Althroughout the interview, most of the participants weren’t able to provide a local translation of storm surge 

except for the earlier mentioned descriptions. This scenario has a high resemblance to what happened to 

Typhoon Yolanda during 2013. According to Lazo etal.(2015), days before Typhoon Yolanda will make its 

landfall, the residents relied from their common sense which meant drawing from their store of personal 

experiences. But since disasters can be sudden and not a matter of daily life, residents may not have a stable 

recall or develop a solid understanding towards a phenomenon. (Glasmanet al. 2006) 

Further, the researcher traced that two of the participants have their own community understanding and 

historical reference with the term ‘storm surge’.One of the two participants detail that their local community 

in Aurora coins storm surge as ‘Awiwit’. In their own words, the participant detail ‘Awiwit’ as 

‘converging/diverging waves’. Participants discusses:“In our near coastal area community, if there’s any 

warning like ‘there’s storm surge!’ the first thing that comes to mind is ‘awiwit’. Awiwit  (Figure 1)  is like a 

makeshift term made and understood only in our community. It’s like a chaotic movement in the ocean, where 

the two waves converge on the other and after diverges on its opposite. That’s the main idea of our 

understanding, that’s why when we hear warnings of storm surge, it’s a common hear-say in our community to 

no longer sail in the seas”  

While the other participant details that storm surge is translated in their local language as ‘daluyong’ which 

has heavy reference to ‘Tromba Marina’. Participant discusses “…the history of Tromba Marina  (Figure 2) 

statue where there are seven people who survived the big waves that was brought by an ancient typhoon. The 

said seven people is also believed to be the ancestors of our community here at Baler, Aurora.”  

According to Lejano (2008), communicating risk needs linguistic turn that needs to depend on the context 

within which they are communicating. Supported by De Leon (2020) which stated that it is a pitfall when one 

assumes that just because something is in someone’s native language, it can already be understood by the 

people.  He states, “terms in native language does not always translates to someone’s reality – relational and 

contextualized exchange that vividly describes risks is needed to help compel the public to act.” Relating the 

said findings to the theory of planned behavior, paying attention to contexts where the perception and beliefs 

of the community are formed must not be neglected. It must be the foremost priority in creation of 

conventional initiatives when promoting preparedness to target an individual’s decision. (Becker et al. 2012) 
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Adopted response on the local meaning 

 

Most of the participants detail that whenever they would hear warnings of  storm surge or as majority of the 

participants answered as translated to be‘daluyong’, they would have the intention to prepare and evacuate, 

however, the researcher observes that this intention does not always translate into action. Interviewed 

participants reasoned “it’s really rare for us to evacuate since we’re scared of looting” while another reasoned, 

“we will never leave our homes despite any disaster might happen.” Other factors such as limited knowledge 

were noted as another participant explains “I can’t really remember that there’s any disaster preparedness that 

was adopted in our community, maybe because of the limited knowledge that we have.” 

In trying to understand what type of response should be adopted when warnings of storm surge are present, 

the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (2022), shares that the most effective way in avoiding 

the risk of storm surge and that is to evacuate and to seek higher ground, since it rises quickly in minutes and 

can knock everything that stands on its way.  

Furthering the discussion of how participants share their past adopted response for storm surge, most of 

them recounts how they would prepare emergency kit and supplies, stocking food and charging 

communication devices. Some also answered that they would hear weather advisories from the news, would 

tie the roofs of their homes and how they would transfer their boats where the destructive waves could not 

break them. The researcher observes that most of the response given by the participants are more directed 

on the storm’s wind velocity and rainfall risk rather than acknowledging the storm surge ability to drown and 

knock down the everything on its way. This observation is reflected on how national weather agency play on 

the situation.  

According to Fredenburg(2003), organizational factors in weather agencies have been implicated in risk 

communication failures in the past, one example of this is when during Typhoon Yolanda hit, one of the 

managers in their local weather agency says that “It’s more on the signals and in delivering forecasts and 

warning distributed to the public. But the storm surge wasn’t explained there.” Consistent with what Lejano 

(2016) found in his study, “source-receiver model” as a simplistic model adopted by the current national 

weather agencies should be re-structured to allow two-way dialogue. Through re-structuring, clarification if 

uncertainty over a warning exists can be clarified by those who are at the bottom – most of which are local or 

barangay leaders. (Flores, 2013) 

Additionally, themes emerged from the participants detailing that confusion on the risk of storm surge is still 

present in the participant communities. One of the remaining participant details“Each of us respond differently 

because we have different perceptions regarding storm surge.” Some however notes that their community sees 

storm surge as unthreatening, believing that it’ll only cause slight damage and will pass away quickly. While 

others assumes that there is no need to evacuate as they are already safe in their homes. As some participants 

acknowledges that confusion exist surrounding its risk, another participant adds that the residents in their 

community are already unthreatened by its risk due to familiarity“…since we already live here for a long time, I 

think we already have this belief that there will just be strong storm that will occur, without understanding that 

it really is risky.” 

According to PAG-ASA.gov (2022), more than 20 typhoons enter Philippine Area of Responsibility (PAR) 

every year and is expected to grow more progressively and more destructive as human activities 

(greenhouse-gas emissions)continues to affect climate crisis – with the said findings, most of the communities 
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in the coastal area that already withdraw on their familiarity with the risk of storm surge and sees it as 

unthreatening is disturbing.  

In discussing how participants would respond if local translation for storm surge is adopted, emerged themes 

states that most of the participants want a translation that would be agreed upon and understood across all 

regions where the said translation would mirror its risk and easily deciphered by Filipinos. One of the 

participants shares that the said consensus translation should be with onomatopoeic element which 

according to Mirriam-Webster (2022), is the naming of a thing or action by a vocal imitation of the sound 

associated with it. “It should have an impression of intensity – which reflects the phenomenon. In my experience, 

it’s like a thundering sound or a destructive-like wave. So I hope that impression is reflected if there will be any 

consensus of translation that will be done.” 

The researcher observes that most of the respondents showed no difference of response even if the said 

‘storm surge’ term is in their local language, they again reiterate that understanding of the said phenomena 

and how they are explained by the weather agencies is what determines their response.  

 

Conclusion 

1. Most of the participants were able to describe what storm surge means, yet evident confusion and 

inability to specifically pinpoint its risk are observed. Most of the participants we’re not able to 

recount what damage the storm surge can inflict, how it can obliterate infrastructure and how deadly 

it can drown– hence the participants’ perception is observed to be lacking in clarity, generalized and 

vague. Most of the participants also heavily associate the storm surge to Tsunami, which are also to 

be inaccurate and of different causes.  

2. Majority of the participants, although gave their answer that the local equivalent of storm surge in 

Filipino is ‘daluyong’, it is observed that their pre-determined disaster response is isn’t focused on 

the local translation but all drawn up and depends via previous experiences, observations or 

common sense.  

3. Majority of the participants implies positive support in regard to having a definite local translation 

for storm surge, participants reiterates that the consensus regarding the said translation should 

mirror its risk and must possess onomatopoeic element where storm surge ability to devastate are 

felt and present.  

 

 

Recommendations  

1. There should be more intensive collection and understanding of how Filipinos understand and 

perceive the threat of storm surge as a risk during typhoons. Developing a certain and shared 

meaning of a storm surge, a specific explanation how it devastates, and its posed risk should be 

popularized in helping Filipino, across all regions to devise and adapt a clear response in regard to 

the said risk.Since uncertainty, accuracy and sometimes threat concerning storm surge is still an 

issue, academe and the field of research are called upon to continually investigate explain and come 

up with measures how to come up with a specific explanation that distinguishes storm surge to 

Tsunami.  
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2. Risk communicators must be able to investigate what context and realities does the stakeholders or 

community live by regarding to storm surge. Being able to understand how people sees the risk of 

storm surge in their lenses is the first step in engaging the people and help them to execute necessary 

disaster response. Since risk perception does not only lies to terminologies used in a community, risk 

communicators are also called upon to tap the flow of information to the media where the said 

perceptions can be framed for people to conceptualize and be familiarized with the threat it poses.   

3. The need to encourage and facilitate dialogue between national weather agencies and the public 

must happen frequently – not only when nearing typhoons are to happen. Media campaigns from the 

science experts from the weather agencies must be engaged in helping the public to understand the 

risk of storm surge and how it has the capacity to wipe out a community.  
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